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Jobs in Video Production – Key Learning 
 
Use the notes to complete this key learning. You MUST read through the presentation to 
get the right answers, but you could also do some research on this topic. 
 
Write your answers in the spaces provided. 
 
1. Complete the table below to summarise what each person does and how they would use a 
storyboard. The first row has been done for you. 

[10 marks] 
 

Job What they do How they use a storyboard 

Director Direct the action 
 
 
Plan the film 

To see how parts of the project fit 
together 
 
To plan how to organise the filming 

Editor Edit the footage to create the final 
movie 
Cut the footage together 
Apply effects to footage 
Add sound to footage 

To see the order parts of the film need 
to go in 
To know how long each shot should 
last 
To know what effects or sound to add 

Camera operator Shoot the film footage Know how to shoot each section of 
the film 
Tells them what equipment will be 
needed for each scene 
Know how long each shot should be 

Sound engineer Records sound 
 
Select others sounds to add 

Know what sound will be needed for 
each shot 
 
Know what sound effects or music to 
add 

Other crew members Set up for filming What equipment will be needed and 
where it will need to be put 
 
Where to go for each shot 

Location scouts Find the place to shoot each 
scene 

Identify what locations are needed so 
that they can go and find them 
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2. Why are notes added to storyboards rather than just using sketches? 
[3 marks] 

To include details such as timings and shot types [1 or more for examples] so that the crew 
can do their job properly [1] and everyone knows what is required [1] 

3. Explain why using storyboards makes filming a movie quicker and cheaper. 
[2 marks] 

It means that all the shots required at one location [1] can be shot in one go [1] so less 
movement of people and equipment is needed [1] 

Because the filming can be planned properly [1] so everything is in the right place at the 
right time [1] 

 


